Photo Booth Tassel Backdrop

These instructions will make about a 12-foot garland. Use more tissue paper for a denser or longer
garland. To fluff out each tassel, gently rub the ends of the tissue paper strips between your hands.
Crafter level: Easy

What you'll need
•
•
•
•
•

Tissue paper in wedding colors
(we used navy, mint, coral and gold)
Rotary cutter and ruler
White craft glue
Twine or string for hanging
Clear tape for attaching to wall

How to make it
1.

To make a tassel, unfold and lay your tissue paper out flat, with longest sides at top and bottom
and shorter sides to left and right. Layer together 8 sheets.
Tip: We used the same color paper for all layers, but you can use several different colors
for contrast.

2. Cut layers into strips ½ inch wide through all 8 layers with a rotary cutter and ruler. (Most tissue
paper comes in sheets that are 20 by 30 inches long, so just cut strips from the short sides.)
3. Now gather 3 to 4 groups of strips (24 to 32 strips total) at the center and twist them all tightly
together 5 to 6 times. Fold strips in half evenly at the twisted section, pinch together, and twist
again a few times to form a small loop. Add a dot of glue at the base of the loop to hold the
tassel together, and then set it aside to let dry.
4. Repeat Step 3 to continue making tassels from the remaining strips of tissue paper. Then repeat
all the steps to create more tassels.
5. To make the garland, thread the end of your twine or string through the loops of each tassel.
Use glue or tape to hold each tassel in place on the garland. Then hang it up on the wall.

Photo booth template

Print on card stock for best results.

